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skincare: Rain Organica

Clean up your skincare with a simple healthy routine. 
 Made in small batches by a formulation scientist who's
diligently researched every ingredient in these formulas
to be sure they're healthy & nourishing for your skin.

soap: SaltyGirl Beauty

Why switch from body wash to all natural soap?  Body
washes are overly stripping for skin, and if you have
problems with eczema or dryness, making the switch is
simply the best thing you can do for your skin.

SaltyGirl's soaps are all natural (right down to the
essential oils)

https://rainorganica.com/collections/vegan-minimalist-skin-care/products/pack-essentials-simple-skincare-routine-for-home-or-travel
https://saltygirlbeauty.com/collections/soap
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candles: Aspen Clean Candle

This line uses candles scented only with essential oils
and researches those oils to be sure they're safe to burn
(i.e. they don't create toxic compounds when heated).  

Here you'll also find clean synthetic fragrance options.

body care: Rain Organica

Why switch to an all natural body oil?  Because body oils
are water free, there's no need for a preservative.  Oils
are vital for healthy cellular membranes & also for the
integrity of your skin's extracellular matrix, and by using
a body oil, you're enhancing your skin's ability to retain
moisture giving it the ingredients it needs for a healthy
moisture barrier.

https://aspencleancandle.com/shop/ols/products
https://rainorganica.com/products/vegan-baking-soda-free-ph-balanced-deodorant?_pos=1&_sid=419e0adf7&_ss=r
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laundry: Molly's Suds

Molly's Suds are truly a healthy alternative to
conventional laundry detergent.   This company isn't
afraid to list all ingredients on their label, and you're
able to choose unscented or naturally fragranced with
essential oils for your detergent. 

household cleaners: Branch Basics

Whether you need a glass cleaner or tile cleaner, Branch
Basics offers non-toxic cleaning solutions.  Like Molly's
Suds, this company lists all ingredients on their site.

Add a few drops of your favorite essential oil to give
these cleaning products your signature fragrance.

https://mollyssuds.com/
https://branchbasics.com/collections/all
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decision fatigue

Every day, you (and me, okay, all of us) have only so much decision making capacity.  
For this reason, anything you're able to do to reduce your daily decisions will allow
you to maintain a reserve for the important things.  Here are some tips for reducing
decision fatigue in your daily life:

1) Choose your outfit the night before.  Sounds simple and like it couldn't possibly
be important, yet Steve Jobs isn't the only extremely successful person to wear the
same thing every day.   The reason? It's one less decision you have to make.

2) Declutter your bathroom counter.  When's the last time you did your 12-step
skincare routine?  Switch to a simple 3-step routine that provides your skin
everything it needs and move on with your day.

3) Develop routines.  Routines may have a negative aura of monotony and
mindlessness.  Yet, developing routines help ground you throughout the day, and
reduce your need to make decisions.  Bonus, routines practiced with intention
become mindful rituals.

https://www.inc.com/craig-bloem/this-1-unusual-habit-helped-make-mark-zuckerberg-steve-jobs-dr-dre-successful.html
https://www.inc.com/craig-bloem/this-1-unusual-habit-helped-make-mark-zuckerberg-steve-jobs-dr-dre-successful.html
https://www.inc.com/craig-bloem/this-1-unusual-habit-helped-make-mark-zuckerberg-steve-jobs-dr-dre-successful.html
https://rainorganica.com/collections/vegan-minimalist-skin-care/products/pack-essentials-simple-skincare-routine-for-home-or-travel
https://rainorganica.com/blogs/podcast/the-safari-collective-living-everyday-with-intention
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when routine becomes ritual
In a world so demanding of our time and attention, where weʼre asked to multitask
day in and day out, a distracted mind is our frequent reward. Implementing routine
reduces your decision fatigue and offers intervals of respite for both your body and
your mind encouraging a shift from the normal fight-or-flight state that so many of
us continuously inhabit to a state of rest and repair. 

How do you invite mindfulness into your routines elevating them to ritual?

1) Use activities in your day as transitions.  A simple act, like showering is elevated
to ritual when it becomes an intentional act of transition from the activities of your
day into a relaxing time preparing your body and mind for sleep.   Linger for just a
little longer in the shower feeling the warmth of the water hitting your skin inhaling
deeply as you lather up with your bar of soap.

2) Pausing to inhale and exhale before you begin eating invites mindfulness and
presence into your mealtime. Setting mealtimes as tech free spaces in your schedule
further shifts you into a state of mind where youʼre able to connect with your meal,
fully enjoying the taste, the texture, and the aroma of your meal.
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Rituals don't have to be extravagant.  They're simply created space for a sacred
pause offering reprieve for you to recharge and opportunity to practice presence.  

Here are a few more ways to create ritual:

1) Enjoy a cup of tea each day.  The Tea Spot makes my favorite loose leaf tea on the 
planet and offers tea steepers to make it convenient for you to brew tea anytime. Fill 
your tea steeper with loose leaf tea whenever you have time and just add hot water.  
The tea steeper will keep your tea hot for hours so your tea is ready for you when 
you're ready for it. 

2) Get outside for at least 5 minutes every day.  Whether it's raining or freezing, time 
spent outdoors will help ground you restoring focus.  Try this when you're in the 
middle of a hectic workday.

2) Set an alarm on your phone 3 times a day.  When the alarm sounds, take 5 deep
breaths in and out.  This simple act can shift your perspective, and deep breathing
even helps your internal organs (like your liver) detox.

https://theteaspot.com/
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movement helps your thoughts flow
It's common to believe the myth that you don't have time for these simple activities
in your daily life.  Just incorporating a few of these activities into your daily routine
will help you get more done.

Have you heard of active meditation?  This is the ultimate goal of yoga, to train your
mind to remain in a meditative state (one of observation) regardless of what's going
on around (and within) you.

Here are two ways to incorporate movement and flexibility into your day:

1) Book end your workday with movement.  Asana Rebel (hands down my favorite
workout app) offers routines you're able to perform at your desk, in your chair.  Even
when you don't have time for a full workout (ranging from 15 to 25 minutes for the
desk friendly workouts), just 5 minutes of one of these routines offers tremendous
benefits to your mind and body.

2) Floss your body.  Daily OM offers incredible myofascial tutorials for each major
muscle group.  And, The Floss with Bon Crotzer is unsurpassed.

https://asanarebel.com/
https://www.dailyom.com/cgi-bin/courses/courseoverview.cgi?cid=1014
https://thefloss.com/class
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focusing your mind & creating space

1) Using sound for focus.  Studies show that certain sounds can help your brain
focus and also improve memory.  Specifically, many tracks are available to
encourage alpha wave brain pattern.  This particular pattern is linked to both a
relaxed, meditative state and also has been shown to improve focus and enhance
memory.

2) Use the Pomodoro technique to create white space in your day.  With this
technique, after 25 minutes of work, allow yourself a 5 minute break.  After four
cycles, take a longer break (15 to 20 minutes).

3) Become aware of time sinks.  Track your phone screen time daily.  Some apps
even allow you to set alerts and limits on your screen time.

4) You'll find more tips and techniques to overcome procrastination & improve your
efficiency in this podcast episode.

https://www.binauralbeatsfreak.com/brainwave-entrainment/alpha-brain-waves-everything-you-need-to-know
https://youtu.be/WPni755-Krg
https://www.themuse.com/advice/take-it-from-someone-who-hates-productivity-hacksthe-pomodoro-technique-actually-works
https://rainorganica.com/blogs/podcast/becoming-more-efficient-and-less-stressed
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guided meditations & meditative yoga

1) Jeremy Falk guides you through gentle asanas in this free meditation series
available through Audible.

2) Boho Beautiful also offers 14 days of free guided meditation (and 14 free yoga
classes).

3) Yin yoga.  A great ritual to include in your evening.

4) Yoga nidra.  Find out more about this meditative yoga practice in this podcast
episode.

https://www.jeremyfalk.com/audible
https://bohobeautiful.life/freeyoga/?v=7516fd43adaa
https://yinyoga.com/
https://simpleayurveda.com/episode-138-interview-with-tracee-stanley/
https://simpleayurveda.com/episode-138-interview-with-tracee-stanley/
https://simpleayurveda.com/episode-138-interview-with-tracee-stanley/
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affirmations

I am enough
My day flows with grace and ease
I am the architect of my life; I build its foundation and choose its contents
I am superior to negative thoughts and low actions
I give myself permission to be fully present in this moment
I am free to create the life I desire
I am worthy
I am allowed to take a break to allow my best self to shine
I feel my stress melting away
This task is manageable, step-by-step

Affirmations are exercise poses for your brain.  Affirmations help rewire your brain
building positive neural connections.  Say your chosen affirmation out loud when
you can.  And, always use the present tense.

Here are a few that may resonate with you:

I love myself.  I love my face.  I love my heart.  I love my body.  I love my smile.



Quotes
for simplicity

Life is really simple, but we insist on making it complicated.
-Confucius

Out of complexity, find simplicity.
-Albert Einstein

Make space in your life for what matters.
-Unknown

The ability to simplify means to eliminate the unnecessary so that the
necessary may speak.

-Hans Hofmanni

Going back to a simpler life is not a step backward.
-Yvon Chouinard

Have nothing in your house that you do not know to be useful or believe to
be beautiful.  

-William Morris

Clutter smothers.  Simplicity breathes.
-Terry Guillemets
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